
HOW TO WRITE A JOB BREAKDOWN SHEET TOYOTA

Job Breakdown Sheets are used as part of Toyota's approach to OJT This is an example of a Job Breakdown Sheet
used in one of our Job.

The Help worksheet found in every Systems2win template has sections for: Purpose state the job Instructions
for How to Use This Template complete written instructions, with major steps and key points highlighted
Your supervisors can use the Training Matrix to define who needs to be trained to use which tools. Update Job
Instruction With Digital Tools One way to make the job instruction program more efficient is to use digital
tools and mobile devices like the one shown below. Split long topics into multiple sessions Most Systems2win
tools are so drop-dead simple to use that the only training that will be required will be the Quick Start training
and the help found on the Help worksheet. Since some companies skip using the JI forms and training method
or are not clear on the need for Work Standards they attempt to shoe horn everything into a Standardized
Work Chart and turn it into a mess that no one really follows or uses. Note that these documents come in a
variety of shapes and sizes, etc. One common misconception that I find with Standardized Work is that it
attempts to over specify the work in terms of motion and detail. Finally, feel free to download our free guide
to effective manufacturing training, below. For a more complicated task, you may have to do it more. I have
placed the old basic training materials we used for teaching Standardized Work on line at this location click
for the web page for those interested. The trainer should watch the worker closely and quickly stop the process
if the worker is doing something wrong, providing helpful feedback to get the worker back on track if that
happens this is true every time the worker performs the task. These items are never posted and just constitute a
category of items that are used in Toyota. See note 3. In a Toyota plant with proper supporting documentation
the above type of example was what supervisors relied upon to determine if the process was being followed or
not. The result is confusion and a document that does not function in its intended fashion. This time, while
performing each step, say what the step is but also state any key point for that step. Next, have the worker
perform the task again, this time stating each step and each key point. Step 4 â€” Follow up Put the person on
their own Make clear how much work is expected to be done over what period of time Now might be a good
time for a brief refresher on the concepts of takt time and pitch pulse Ensure that the person knows where to
find easily accessible process documentation. Worker should be silent while doing the task the first time. For
example, not every baseball All-Star can teach novices how to bat or field. These questions focus the mind on
identifying just the steps needed to get the job done. Demonstrate the entire job again. For example there must
be repetitive demand, the work pattern must be cyclical and repeating in nature, and the equipment should
exhibit minimal trouble from quality or downtime problems. For example, if a person or team has never even
used a Value Stream Map before, then it might make sense to have a couple of sessions to introduce the
foundational symbols and concepts. Check back frequently to see how things are going. Proper training with
the resulting standardization will help an organization change its culture. Next, demonstrate the job,
step-by-step. Dinero goes on to make a couple more points. Step 1, Prepare the Worker â€” Make the
employee feel comfortable, talk about the job and see what the employee knows about it already, get the
person interested in the job, and make sure the worker is in the correct position sitting, standing, etc. If these
preconditions are not met then you are either better off using something different or fixing the problems that
prevent usage of standardized work. Quality check sheets, gauge usage instructions, tooling layout drawings,
operation drawings and other technical documents are sample items in this category. The final category is of
course the most famous section of all â€” Standardized Work. This is proving a good challenge. Free online
training above for training your own in-house Instructors on how to train your own people using the
success-proven TWI training methods. What are the key points? Notice the actual level of detail in the words
describing the major steps. Other templates might justify one short TWI session with your in-house Instructor.
Encourage questions. Often times they struggle for a variety of reasons. Often these are posted on the shop
floor as well or are contained in binders depending upon the exact document. Taper off extra coaching as it
becomes evident that the person has mastered the new skill. Reasons â€” Why the step is important this is a
more recent addition to the original two points above. In order to create the above example two additional
forms had to be created as well.


